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NFOUBSJFT�8JMLJOTPO�OPUJDFT�iUIBU�#BTIʹ�BOE�,FBUT�CPUI�TUBOE�GPS�BO�
VODPOEJUJPOBM� PQFOOFTT� UP� BMM� FYQFSJFODF� TP�VODPOEJUJPOBM� UIBU� JU� EF-
mands a complete transparency—or, Keat’s word, annihilation—of the 
TFMG�u�8JMLJOTPO�FYQMBJOT� GVSUIFS� UIBU� GPS�#BTIʹ�iUIF� TFMG�QSPCBCMZ�IBE�
a religious-metaphysical meaning rooted in Buddhism; that is, the self 
represents our attachments, our preoccupations, our striving, everything 
UIBU�USBQT�VT�JO�B�EJWJEFE�ANF�OPU�NF��SFMBUJPO�UP�UIF�XPSME�BOE�UIFSF-
fore it is an obstacle not just to ‘true’ poetry but to our own ‘true’ being 
as part of a greater reality beyond individual identity.” Wilkinson goes 
on to consider how “going on the road” tested both poets’ openness to 
BMM�FYQFSJFODFT�PG�IVNBOJUZ�QSPTUJUVUFT�JNQPWFSJTIFE�QFPQMF�TVĈFSJOH�
ĔFBT�BOE�IPSTFT�QJTTJOH�OFBSCZ��,FBUT�FYQSFTTFT�IJT�EJTHVTU�BMPOH�IJT�USBW-
FMT� CVU�#BTIʹ� BDDFQUT� UIFTF� TJUVBUJPOT� BOE� FYQFSJFODFT�XJUI� HSBDF� BOE�
VOEFSTUBOEJOH�PG�TIBSFE�TVĈFSJOH��8JMLJOTPO�DJUFT�UIJT�IBJLV�BT�BO�FY-
BNQMF��i'MFBT�BOE�MJDF���IPSTFT�QJTTJOH�OFBSCZ����TVDI�XBT�NZ�TMFFQJOH�
QMBDFu��)F�DPODMVEFT��i#BTIʹ�XBT�TUFFQFE�JO�B�DFOUVSJFT�PME�#VEEIJTU�
influenced literary tradition that returned again and again to the transi-
toriness of this world and the vanity of all our individual cares and am-
CJUJPOT��6OGBJS�BT�UIF�DPNQBSJTPO�JT�QFSIBQT�XF�IBWF�UP�TBZ�UIBU�#BTIʹ�
was the better traveler because, so to speak, he was better equipped to 
annihilate self.”

Noon: An Anthology of Short Poems, edited by Philip Rowland ( Ja-
QBO�BOE�6OJUFE�,JOHEPN�*TPCBS�1SFTT�����
������QBHFT������¤ �����
(MPTTZ� GPVS�DPMPS� DBSE� DPWFST�� QFSGFDUCPVOE�� *4#/� �������������
������1SJDF���������QMVT�TIJQQJOH�JO�UIF�64��%FUBJMT�GSPN�JTPCBSQSFTT�
com

Reviewed by John Stevenson

Every so often, someone asks how we can create bridges between English-
MBOHVBHF� IBJLV� BOE� iNBJO�TUSFBNu�QPFUSZ�� 1FSIBQT�XJUIPVU� UIF�NJYFE�
metaphor. It seems obvious that one strategy would involve supporting 
journals that showcase both sorts of poetry on a more or less equal foot-
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ing. Noon� IBT� CFFO�EPJOH� UIBU� TJODF� ������ăF� KPVSOBM� GFBUVSFT� iTIPSU�
poems,” some of which are haiku or haiku-like. This equilibrium has been 
editor Philip Rowland’s project from the start and now he has gifted us 
with a strong retrospective anthology featuring a thoughtful amalgam of 
haiku and other short poems.

In his introductory notes, Rowland makes the point that he is present-
ing poems more directly than poets. So, rather than sequencing the work 
based upon authors’ last names or in chronological order of publication, 
he has arranged the work on a sort of renku-like basis. Actually, he has 
devised what I consider a satisfying compromise. The included work by 
each poet appears as a unit but the arrangement of those units is linked 
through elements of content, tone, and style, as would be the case with 
linked verses in a renku. The result is an anthology that registers as a sin-
gle work. 

It’s remarkable how successfully the book presents poetry over poet. 
Even though we may know many of the poets, especially those writing 
haiku, this knowledge never distracts us from the sense of unity the book 
conveys. It’s just a good read. While not a narrative work, it does seem 
UP�IBWF�B�LJOE�PG�OBSSBUJWF�BSD��*O�QMBDF�PG�B�iDMJNBYu�JU�SFBDIFT�B�TPSU�PG�
iGBSUIFTU�QPJOUu�PG�FYQFSJNFOUBUJPO�BOE�DPODMVEFT�XJUI�B�iTMJHIU�SFUVSO�u

Noon has always been a place for serious innovation and it’s no surprise 
for haiku readers to see work by the likes of Marlene Mountain, Richard 
Gilbert, Eve Luckring and Scott Metz in its pages. The representation of 
haiku does tend toward the cerebral. Probably this is natural in an inter-
face with other poetry but it may put off some readers if they are commit-
ted to a vision of “traditional” haiku.

To give some sense of the linking (and perhaps the nature of the short 
poems included, though they are many and various in their natures) here 
are the final two poems by Bob Heman: 

there is only one night
that the days approach 
to drink from

This street was a lot more interesting on the map.
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ăFZ�BSF�GPMMPXFE�CZ�UIF�đSTU�GSPN�$IFSJF�)VOUFS�%BZ�

bird’s-eye view
torn wet and applied
to the appetite

"OE� BO� FYBNQMF� GSPN� UXP� GBNJMJBS� OBNFT� JO� UIF�IBJLV� DPNNVOJUZ�
Gary Hotham’s final entry, which is followed by George Swede’s first:

more stone  
inside the stone —  
child’s play

our backyard trees —
their unconditional
unconcern

And here is a short poem by Mark Young:

Sorry,

nothing
matched your
search terms. Please  

try again with
a different
fish.

This is followed by a well-known and celebrated haiku by Chris Gordon:

a love letter to the butterfly gods with strategic misspellings

Since Noon�JT�BWBJMBCMF�PO�MJOF�XJUI�BO�BSDIJWF�UIBU�HPFT�CBDL�UP������
readers can easily look it over before deciding whether the anthology 
might be worth their money. For those who like what they see on-line, 
Philip Rowland’s editorial tour de force is an absolute must. 


